
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Over the past 30 years, Friends have been providing transformational support for the Hall, ensuring this historic 

building remains a home for great music making. Enjoy the benefits of friendship by joining as a Friend today, and 

be a part of the Wigmore story.    

 

Wigmore Hall is a no smoking venue. No recording or photographic equipment may be taken into the auditorium nor used in any other part of the Hall without the prior 
written permission of the management.  
In accordance with the requirements of City of Westminster persons shall not be permitted to stand or sit in any of the gangways intersecting the seating, or to sit in any 
other gangways. If standing is permitted in the gangways at the sides and rear of the seating, it shall be limited to the number indicated in the notices exhibited in those 
positions. 
Disabled Access and Facilities - full details from 020 7935 2141. 
Wigmore Hall is equipped with a ‘Loop’ to help hearing aid users receive clear sound without background noise. Patrons can use this facility by switching hearing aids to 
‘T’. 

 
Please ensure that watch alarms, mobile phones and any other electrical devices which can become audible are switched off. Phones on a vibrate setting can still be heard, 
please switch off. 
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Wigmore Hall Royal Patron HRH The Duke of Kent, KG 

Honorary Patrons Aubrey Adams OBE; André and Rosalie Hoffmann; Louise Kaye; Kohn  

Foundation; Mr and Mrs Paul Morgan 

Sunday 12 February 2023 

 7.30pm 

 

Christian Gerhaher baritone 

Gerold Huber piano 

 

Heinz Holliger  (b.1939)   Elis (1961, rev. 1966)   
Verkündigung des Todes • Todesangst und Gnade • 
Himmelfahrt  

Hugo Wolf  (1860-1903)   Abendbilder (1877)   

Heinz Holliger   Lunea (2009-10)   
Wirf, o Thor • Die Jahre flogen • Die Himmelsschlange • 
Ich will • Weit • Dein Blick • Transsubstantiatio • Der Mensch • 
Ich habe • Serenum • Der Eisenhammer • Ein Tropfen • 
Verächtlich • Man grüsst • Der Schwimmer • Mein Widerhall • 
Der Frühling • Der schwarze Schleier • Der Zweifel • 
Der Himmel • Der Mond • Die Wüstenwanderer • 
Einklang (Nachwort)  

      Interval    

Robert Schumann  (1810-1856)   4 Husarenlieder Op. 117 (1851)   
Der Husar, trara! • Der leidige Frieden • 
Den grünen Zeigern • Da liegt der Feinde gestreckte Schar  

Othmar Schoeck  (1886-1957)   Elegie Op. 36 (1915-22)   
An den Wind • Herbstgefühl • Verlorenes Glück • 
Das Mondlicht • Herbstentschluss • Welke Rose  

Robert Schumann  6 Gedichte von N Lenau und Requiem Op. 90 (1850)   
Lied eines Schmiedes • Meine Rose • Kommen und Scheiden • 
Die Sennin • Einsamkeit • Der schwere Abend • Requiem  

 

 

Wigmore Hall £5 tickets for Under 35s supported by Media Partner Classic FM   
 



 

 

Lieder to texts by Nikolaus Lenau  

This evening’s recital centres on insanity. Georg 

Trakl, whose poems inspired the three piano 

nocturnes of Elis by Heinz Holliger, treated scores of 

wounded soldiers at the battle of Gródek in Galicia 

(now Horodok in Ukraine); distraught, he was 

transported to a hospital in Kraków, where he died of 

an overdose of cocaine; Robert Schumann was 

removed to the mental asylum at Endenich in 1854 and 

died there two years later; and Hugo Wolf, having 

contracted syphilis as a young man, spent the last 

seven years of his life in two psychiatric hospitals near 

Vienna; Abendbilder, his setting of three Nikolaus 

Lenau odes, dates from 1877. 

It is Lenau, Nikolaus Franz Niembsch, Edler von 

Strehlenau (the pseudonym Lenau is derived from the 

final two syllables), who dominates this recital, during 

which we shall hear 20 of his poems. Heinz Holliger’s 

Lunea consists of 22 assemblages of Lenau’s 

epigrammatic, enigmatic words, culled mostly from 

letters and jottings made in his syphilitic madness in 

the asylum at Winnenden where he ended his days, 

and one short poem, Einklang, written in memory of 

Johann Baptist Mayrhofer, a close friend of Schubert 

who committed suicide in 1836. Holliger, who had 

already composed his Scardanelli-Zyklus (1975-1991) 

based on the utterances of the insane Friedrich 

Hölderlin, embarked on his new study of insanity over 

two decades later. Fragmentary these texts may be 

but, like Kurtág’s Kafka-Fragmente, they pack a huge 

emotional punch with their expressive microtones – 

intervals smaller than a semitone. The title Lunea 
contains an anagram of Lenau’s name and also hints at 

his madness (‘lunatic’). Holliger’s cycle for baritone 

and piano or instrumental ensemble was dedicated to 

Christian Gerhaher and premièred in Zurich during 

2013. 

Schumann’s 4 Husarenlieder, composed in March 

1851 to Lenau’s poetry, are the most sinewy and macho 

songs he ever wrote. It is not clear why in 1838 Lenau 

wrote these hectic poems. He allegedly enjoyed 

dressing up as a hussar and it is tempting to read into 

these verses signs of incipient insanity. 'Der Husar, 

trara!' is marked with wild and fiery expression, and its 

6/8 rhythm, sforzandi and short, vocal outbursts all 

help to depict the hussar who relishes the violence of 

war. 'Der leidige Frieden' laments the tedium of peace, 

using the same martial rhythm of the previous song; 

the music mellows to the major at the mention of wine, 

only to revert to the marcato accompaniment of brutal 

octaves. The soldier in 'Den grünen Zeigern' tells us 

how in peacetime he used to enjoy the green wine-

bushes of the title, the red cheeks of the girls and the 

sound of the fiddle – all of which he has now jubilantly 

abandoned for the plume of his shako, the slashes he 

inflicts on enemy cheeks and the roar of cannon. 'Da 

liegt der Feinde gestreckte Schar' brings this tiny but 

savage cycle to a close, with the hussar wallowing in 

the blood of the battlefield and then setting out in 

search of more carnage, to an accompaniment of 

bugle calls and rolling tremolando drums. 

Othmar Schoeck’s Elegie, originally for bass and 

chamber ensemble, was composed between 1915 and 

1922. Schoeck’s affair with a pianist from Geneva had 

ended in 1920 and many of the poems in the cycle – 18 

by Lenau and six by Eichendorff – reflect the 

composer’s unhappiness. The themes are 

predominantly autumnal: the struggle between hope 

and despair, the precariousness of life and a stoical 

acceptance of death. The music is tonal and the voice, 

often doubled by the instruments, is seldom allowed to 

blossom into extended melody. We hear six of the 

Lenau settings this evening: 'An den Wind', 

'Herbstgefühl', 'Verlorenes Glück', 'Das Mondlicht', 

'Herbstentschluss' and 'Welke Rose'. 

Schumann’s Lenau settings from Op. 90 are among 

the most lugubrious in the repertoire. In the opening 

'Lied eines Schmiedes' from Faust, the smith hammers 

away at the forge (on the beat accented chords in the 

right hand, off the beat accented chords in the left), as 

he prepares Faust’s horse for his imminent journey. 

The words of 'Meine Rose' express the poet’s wish 

silently to pour out his soul to succour his sweetheart – 

Sophie von Loewenthal – in the same way that poured 

water can revive the rose. The drooping melodies in 

the voice and piano suggest, however, that his efforts 

will be in vain. Lenau sent Sophie the poem in a letter 

during August 1836. Despite his subsequent love 

affairs (all tormented), Sophie visited him once a 

fortnight in the asylum, gazing at him through the door 

of his cell. 'Die Sennin', despite a succession of bright F 

sharps suggestive of cow-bells and yodelling, ends on 

a melancholy note – one day, we are told, death or 

marriage will snatch the cowgirl away. The chromatic, 

introspective style of 'Kommen und Scheiden', 

'Einsamkeit' and 'Der schwere Abend' suggests that 

Schumann had a deep understanding of the poet who 

by 1850 had spent 5 years in mental asylums, suffering 

like Schumann and Wolf from syphilis and a 

debilitating melancholia. There is a frightening 

congruity of mood between poet and composer in ‘Der 

schwere Abend’, where the sultry, louring key of E flat 

minor and the figure in the accompaniment recall ‘Ich 

hab’ im Traum geweinet’ from Dichterliebe. 

‘Einsamkeit’ also lours in E flat minor, with three pages 

of descending quavers which distil the essence of 

Lenau’s obsessively melancholic poem. Schumann 

was convinced, when composing these songs, that 

Lenau had already died, and 'Requiem' was appended 

to the work as a tribute to the ‘dead’ poet. Leberecht 

Blücher Dreves’s Requiem is a translation of the Latin 

poem in which Héloïse, now an abbess, looks back on 

her love for Peter Abelard, which resulted in an 

illegitimate child, their secret marriage and Abelard’s 

castration. News of Lenau’s actual death reached 

Schumann during the first performance of Op. 90 at 

the house of Eduard Bendemann in Dresden, where 

Robert and Clara were being fêted before their 

departure to Düsseldorf. 
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Anonymous trans. 
Leberecht Blücher Dreves 



 
Translation of Wolf by Richard Stokes © from The Complete Songs of 
Hugo Wolf. Life, Letters, Lieder (Faber, 2021). Holliger, 'Husarenlieder' 
and Schoeck by Richard Stokes. '6 Gedichte von N Lenau und Requiem' 
by Richard Stokes from The Book of Lieder published by Faber & Faber, 
with thanks to George Bird, co-author of The Fischer-Dieskau Book of 
Lieder, published by Victor Gollancz Ltd. 
 

 


